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Delphian Records, Bojan Čičić and The Illyria Consort would like to thank John Osborn, whose financial help made this
recording possible. Thanks also to Simon Neal for the loan of the harpsichord.
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Tracks 8-15 and 20-24 are premiere recordings

Notes on the music

1

For a fuller account of Carbonelli’s life and music,
see Michael Talbot, ‘From Giovanni Stefano Carbonelli
to John Stephen Carbonell: A Violinist Turned Vintner
in Handel’s London’, in Göttinger Händel-Beiträge, 14
(2012), pp. 265–99.

2

This publication and a later issue bearing the imprint
of the publisher John Walsh are consultable on the
open-access IMSLP website. In addition there is
a facsimile edition (King’s Music, 1986), as well as
a two-volume critical edition by the present writer
(Edition HH, 2011).

3

Recorded by Bojan Čičić and The Illyria Consort on
Delphian (DCD34194).
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Also available on Delphian
Giovanni Stefano Carbonelli: Sonate da Camera Nos 1–6
Bojan Čičić violin, The Illyria Consort

Giovanni Giornovich: 'London' Concertos
Bojan Čičić violin / The Illyria Consort

DCD34194

DCD34219

In certain respects, Giovanni Stefano Carbonelli does not quite fit the eighteenthcentury mould. For a neo-Corellian, he is unusually fond of complexity, both
technical and compositional, and also unusually open to other contemporary
influences, such as those of Handel and Vivaldi. But the quality of his music
speaks for itself – virtuosic and joyously melodic, these six ‘chamber sonatas’
had a huge impact on Delphian producer Paul Baxter. Carbonelli’s difficulty has
ensured that his work is seldom played, but early-music rising star Bojan Čičić
makes sure we have no sense of that as he and his Illyria Consort colleagues
champion these groundbreaking compositions with exuberant confidence.

Giovanni Giornovich was one of the most colourful and popular violin virtuosos of his day. Apparently of Croatian descent, he was seemingly known
by a different name in every country he toured (Ivan Jarnović and Giovanni
Giornovichi, among some thirty variants), deliberately making the most of
his mysterious origins.

‘Technically brilliant and musically passionate and zestful’
— Music Web International, November 2017, RECORDING OF THE MONTH

More mysterious still is why these concertos – full of wit, charm and character, and redolent of the international musical life of Haydn’s London in the
1790s – should have waited so long to be recorded. Modern-day virtuoso
Bojan Čičić and his Illyria Consort, fresh from their triumphant revival of the
sonatas of Giovanni Stefano Carbonelli on Delphian, are ideal champions to
bring this delightful music back to life.
‘what a fantastic violinist … The performances are world class … The whole
is captured by the Delphian engineers and editors with remarkable clarity
and precision’ — Early Music Review, December 2018

Handel: Alexander’s Feast
Sophie Bevan, Ed Lyon, William Berger,
Ludus Baroque / Richard Neville-Towle

Francisco Guerau: Marionas
Gordon Ferries baroque guitar

DCD34094 (2 discs)

Following his much-lauded disc of music by Spanish composer Gaspar
Sanz, Gordon Ferries weaves his way through the seductive labyrinth of
Francisco Guerau’s ‘harmonic poem’ – sensual ballads, sublime passacalles
and the virtuosic dance music of baroque Spain’s fiery underbelly. Ferries’
playing brings this beguiling world to life with elegance and passionate
vitality.

Twice a year, some of the UK’s finest Baroque players and young vocal soloists
come together in Canongate Kirk, Edinburgh to give sell-out concerts of great
and lesser-known works by Bach and Handel. Now, for the first time, listeners
from further afield can experience the celebrated verve of these performances;
Handel’s 1736 setting of a dramatic poem by John Dryden is the perfect
showpiece for the vitality and abandon of Ludus Baroque and their rising-star
soloists.
‘Ed Lyon reaffirms his claim to be one of the pre-eminent Baroque tenors of our
time’ — The Independent, March 2011

DCD34046

‘dispatched with artistry and supreme stylishness’
— International Record Review, February 2008

Also available on Delphian
Instruments from the Russell Collection Vol II
John Kitchen
DCD34039

Edinburgh University’s Russell Collection is one of the world’s finest
collections of early keyboard instruments. The second volume in John
Kitchen’s ongoing project to bring its musical exhibits to life matches music
by Handel, Purcell, the Scottish composer Robert Bremner and others
including Mozart’s son Franz Xaver with a gloriously vigorous menagerie of
spinets, virginals, chamber organs, clavichords and harpsichords.
‘a supreme achievement … Every one a gem, as are Kitchen’s stylishly
bright performances’
— The Scotsman, March 2006

Editor’s choice

William Turner (1651–1740): Sacred Choral Music
Choir of Gonville & Caius College, Cambridge / Geoffrey Webber; Yorkshire
Baroque Soloists
DCD34028

It is easy to forget that our great English choral tradition was once silenced
by Act of Parliament. The subsequent restoration of the monarchy in 1660
ushered in one of the finest periods of English music, and William Turner, in
1660 a precocious nine-year-old, went on to become one of the best-known
composers and singers of his day. This disc presents a cross-section of his
sacred music, including several premiere recordings.
‘invigorating and highly persuasive … a reminder of the still unknown riches of
English Baroque music’ — Gramophone, October 2007

Pater Peccavi: Music of Lamentation from Renaissance Portugal
The Marian Consort / Rory McCleery director

Allegri: Miserere; Masses & Motets
The Choir of King’s College London / DavidTrendell

DCD34205

DCD34103

Biblical texts of lamentation were embraced by composers of the late
Renaissance for their artistic and expressive potential. But in Portugal
– a kingdom without a king, its people governed by a foreign power –
such settings gave life, as well, to a rich expression of covert political
commentary. Rory McCleery’s ongoing interest in this field of polyphony
bears fruit for the first time in a groundbreaking programme. Many of
these Portuguese composers are known, if at all, for a very few pieces.
Once again, McCleery and his Consort make a clarion call for music
that deserves, and with their advocacy should now receive, far wider
recognition.

Gregorio Allegri deserves better than for his reputation to rest on just one piece.
Alongside his iconic Miserere, which never fails to cast its spell on listeners, the
Choir of King’s College London presents premiere recordings of two of his five
surviving masses, richly wrought with consummate skill in Palestrina’s prima
prattica, and of their originating motets. These radiant performances shed new light
on a much-loved composer.

‘surely one of the best one-to-a-part ensemble recordings of this repertoire
… the singers perform with a yearning intensity which is just exquisite’
— Gramophone, December 2018, EDITOR’S CHOICE

‘David Trendell’s fine choir glows with warmth and commitment’
— The Observer, May 2012

DCD34214

